Drinks
HOT DRINKS

TEAPIGS Herbal and Fruit Teas

- decaf tea and coffee also available

Espresso

Regular £1.65

Large £2.10

Macchiato

Regular £1.85

Large £2.50

Americano

Regular £2.10

Large £2.60

Cappuccino

Regular £2.20

Large £2.80

Flat white

one size only £2.30

Latte

Regular £2.20

Large £2.80

Chai latte

Regular £2.20

Large £2.80

Mocha
Dark or white chocolate

Regular £2.40

Large £2.95

Luxury hot chocolate
Belgian milk chocolate drops
melted into foamed milk

Regular £2.40

Large £2.80

White hot chocolate
White chocolate drops
melted into foamed milk

Regular £2.40

Large £2.80

Mint hot chocolate
Belgian chocolate drops
melted into foamed milk
with mint syrup

Regular £2.90

Large £3.30
60p

Chocolate Babyccino

95p

Pot of tea for one
( CAF Also available)

£1.95

Pot of tea for two
( CAF Also available)

£3.50

EXTRAS
Extra shot of espresso

50p

Syrups
Cinnamon, chocolate, green mint, hazelnut,
vanilla, caramel, almond, gingerbread
(All syrups can be added to lattes / hot chocolate)

50p

Marshmallows

50p

CAF

CAFFEINE FREE

Green tea with mint
A delicate green tea with a punchy mint taste
Lemon & ginger tea CAF
Good if you are feeling mellow
- this lemon & ginger blend will lift your spirits
Honeybush & rooibos CAF
A nutrient rich blend of rooibos (Afrikaans for "red bush")
and honey bush, two native South African shrubs.
Chai tea
A gutsy Assam tea and exotic mix of whole spices
for a true taste of India to boost your spirits.
(Also available as a Chai Latte with foamed milk)
Darjeeling Earl Grey tea
The best of the best from the foothills of the Himalayas,
these whole Darjeeling leaves are blended
with the finest bergamot citrus
Chocolate flake tea
A heavenly mix of tea, cocoa beans and chocolate flakes
Mao feng green tea
A delicate natural tea with hints of apricot and peaches
- and all the health benefits of drinking green tea
Peppermint tea CAF
Very minty, very refreshing, very light and great for the digestion

Babyccino

Soya and almond milk available

£2.20

Super fruit tea CAF
A fruity tea packed with cranberries and blueberries
- rich in antioxidants to give your system a boost

COLD DRINKS
Fresh apple juice

Regular £1.60

Large £2.30

Fresh orange juice

Regular £1.60

Large £2.30

Coke / Diet coke

£1.60

Harrogate spa water Still or sparkling

£1.60

San Pellegrino
Lemon, lemon & mint, orange, blood orange,
grapefruit, orange & pomegranate

£1.80

Fentimans
Rose lemonade, elderflower, curiosity cola,
ginger beer, dandelion & burdock

£2.30

Purdeys

£2.30

Children’s milk / orange squash

60p

Innocent smoothie

£1.75

Capri Sun

£1.20

